*Oh, no — I'll take this as it is, right here.*
It was all too good, but it was true.
Lumber began to arrive that afternoon. Native 1 x 10* boards and
2 x 4's (unluckily undersized and very green) and two-inch battens.
I sat down in a cold, vacant office upstairs in the little town to make the
plans. The shivering boys stood around me watching, handing me the
tools. We set up the drawing board on boxes. And it was cold. They said
in Chandler *unusuaT weather, but wherever I have been it has been
always 'unusual' weather: 'the coldest or warmest or wettest or dryest in
thirty or fifty years.* The scheme was soon ready. Nest morning we
started in to build a camp. In fact we ate breakfast at the campsite as the
frost came out of the air and a great red sun-disc rose over a sublime
spectacle of desert mountain ranges and gorgeous sky.
We made such progress that day that one of my boys, Donald Walker,
slept that night outside on a pile of lumber, rolled up in blankets. But by
the nest night we had set up the first 'box-bottom' of the tent tops and put
cots in it for three more boys. Next day there was room for all to sleep except
my little family of three and myself. Reluctantly we went back to Mesa
to the hotel. But we came back for early breakfast in that wonderful
dining-room sixty miles wide, as long and tall as the universe. We were
shivering, oh, yes. But we were all singing happy in that clear cold sun-
rise. A great prospect!
We had a sweeping view all around us of this vast battleground of
titanic natural forces, called Arizona. It will make the playground for these
United States some day. But too soon yet. The 100 per cent American
would spoil it now, h la Hopi or Mexicano-Hispano, or perhaps even 'the
latest* — the international boxment a la mode.
Out here in the great spaces obvious symmetry claims too much, I find,
wearies the eye too soon and stultifies the imagination. Obvious symmetry
usually doses the episode before it begins. So for me I felt there could be
no obvious symmetry in any building in this great desert, none especially
in this new camp — we later named the place OcatiHo and partly for this
reason. No, there would be nothing like obvious symmetry in the new
'San Ma*cos in the Desert*.
The sound constitution of any entity is pregnant with graceful reflexes.
Seek those, young architect! Now by way of an architect's work-camp
comes fresh adventure in the desert. We called the camp: '
Victor Hugo wrote: 'The desert is where God is and Man is not.*
Arizona desert is like that. But the Arizonian living in these desert towns
lias got himself a carpenter-built Mid-Western cottage, or sometimes, more
fewtonate so he thinks, a mid-Mediterranean or Mexicano palazzo. And
Wttere it or not, he has already built a few skyscrapers in towns on the
£Besa* He would build more if he could.
1fiW Yankee-Hop house is the Phoenix favourite just now. In all this
eofoorfulj wide-sweeping terrain nothing is quite so deciduous as
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